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Abstract
Title: Improving quality of scanned visual content using convolutional neu-
ral networks
In this work we approach the problem of image quality improvement for
images of documents captured using smartphones. Our goal is to make con-
tent captured this way as similar as possible to the original groundtruth im-
ages. We make a twofold contribution, (1) we propose an innovative method
for improving quality of documents using convolutional neural networks and
(2) we create a training dataset containing images captured using smart-
phones under different external conditions (lighting, viewing angle). This
dataset is captured under controlled external conditions using an acquisition
setup developed for this purpose. In our work we use six different smart-
phones and one hundred groundtruth images. We build our work on two dif-
ferent existing convolutional neural network architectures, UNet and DPED
network, using them as our starting point. Both models are adapted to our
domain. We experiment with different hyperparameters for both networks,
as well as with different forms of training. We evaluate results of the two
variants of our method against each other and also against other baseline
approaches (simple contrast enhancer and a function from Adobe Photoshop
Express). We use standard image quality comparison metrics to objectively
compare performance. From the results we can see that our work outper-
forms baseline approaches, especially in more difficult scenarios of uneven
illumination. Finally, we discuss the results of our method and possible im-
provements.
Keywords
captured document quality enhancement, smartphone scanner, convolutional
neural networks
Povzetek
Naslov: Izbolǰsava kvalitete zajetega slikovnega gradiva s konvolucijskimi
nevronskimi mrežami
V tem delu se lotevamo problema izbolǰsanja kakovosti slik slikovnih do-
kumentov, posnetih s pametnimi telefoni. Naš cilj je dobiti slike čim bolj
podobne prvotnim referenčnim slikam. Predlagamo dva prispevka prispevka,
(1) predlagamo inovativno metodo za izbolǰsanje kakovosti slik s konvolucij-
skimi nevronskimi mrežami, in (2) ustvarimo podatkovno zbirko, ki vsebuje
slike, posnete s pametnimi telefoni v različnih zunanjih pogojih (osvetlitev,
kot gledanja). Slike so zajete v nadzorovanih zunanjih pogojih z uporabo
naprave, razvite za namen tega dela. Za zajem smo uporabili šest različnih
pametnih telefonov, zajeli smo sto različnih izvornih slik. Naša delo temelji
na dveh konvolucijskih arhitekturah nevronskih mrež, UNet in DPED. Oba
modela sta prilagojena za uporabo v naši problemski domeni, preizkusimo
več kombinacij hiperparametrov ter načinov učenja. Rezultate obeh različic
naše metode primerjamo med seboj in tudi glede na dva referenčna pristopa
(preprost ojačevalec kontrasta in rešitev, dostopna v programu Adobe Pho-
toshop Express). Za primerjavo uporabljamo standarne mere za objektivno
ocenjevanje podobnosti slik. Iz rezultatov vidimo, da naša metoda deluje bo-
lje kot referenčne metode, še posebej v težjih pogojih z neenakomerno osve-
tlitvijo. V zadnjem delu rezultate tudi komentiramo in izpostavimo možnosti
za nadaljnje delo.
Ključne besede
izbolǰsava kakovosti slik, optični čitalnik za pametne telefone, konvolucijske
nevronske mreže
Razširjeni povzetek
Pametni telefoni so s svojo vsestransko naravo v zadnjem času v našem
življenju nadomestili marsikatero namensko napravo (npr. ura, svetilka, dik-
tafon, fotoaparat). Postajajo vse zmogliveǰsi, večina jih ima večjedrne pro-
cesorje in kamere z visoko ločljivostjo. To odpira pot številnim naprednim in
računsko bolj zahtevnim operacijam, predvsem na področju računalnǐskega
vida. Ena takih možnosti je zajem različnih slikovnih dokumentov. Zaradi
načina zajema pa je kakovost tako zajetih slik dokumentov še vedno dokaj
slaba v primerjavi z namenskim optičnim čitalnikom, to je še posebej opazno
pri slikovnih dokumentih, kot so fotografije. Na kvaliteto vpliva neenako-
merna osvetlitev, gibanje, ki povzroči zamegljene slike, zorni kot zajema,
barvno in geometrijsko popačenje zaradi leče, itd. Naš cilj je razviti algori-
tem, ki bi vsaj del teh napak popravil in zajeti dokument po kvaliteti približal
izvorniku.
V ta namen bomo uporabili metodologijo globokih nevronskih mrež, ki
so zelo primerna za tovrstne naloge, na preseku med klasičnim procesiranjem
slik in semantičnim razumevanjem vsebine. Metodologija konvolucijskih ne-
vronskih mrež je bila uporabljena za reševanje različnih podobnih problemov,
npr. izbolǰsava kvalitete starih fotografij [1], super ločljivost ene slike (ang.
single image super-resolution - SISR) [2, 3, 4, 5], barvanje slike [6, 7, 8],
odstranjevanje hrupa (ang. ”denoising”) [9, 10], ali pa celo prenos sloga
slike [11].
Na tem raziskovalnem področju prispevamo dva prispevka. Prvi prispe-
vek obsega ustvarjanje velikega in organiziranega nabora slik za učenje glo-
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bokih nevronskih mrež, ki je na voljo tudi kot odprtokodni vir, ki ga lahko
drugi raziskovalci uporabljajo pri podobnimi nalogami. Nabor podatkov je
na voljo na spletnem mestu našega laboratorija1.
Naš drugi prispevek je razvoj in učenje globokega modela za izbolǰsanje
kakovosti različnih vhodnih slik dokumentov, posnetih s kamero pametnega
telefona. V ta namen smo uporabili obstoječe arhitekture nevronskih mrež
(UNet [12] in DPED [11]). Naš glavni prispevek tukaj so prilagoditve arhi-
tektur, ki smo jih naredili, tehnika učenja, programska koda za učenje modela
ter določeni hiperparametri, ki smo jih uporabili za učenje modela. Oba raz-
vita modela smo tudi ovrednotili in ju primerjali z algoritmi za preprosto
izbolǰsavo kvalitete slike.
Magistrsko delo je razdeljeno na naslednja poglavja:
1. Uvod. Motivacija, opis prispevkov, pregled literature.
2. Sorodna dela. Pregled znanstvenih objav, ki naslavljajo podobne
probleme in iz katerih črpamo navdih.
3. Metodologija. Opis znanstvenih tehnik in metod, uporabljenih pri
našem delu.
4. Pridobivanje podatkov. Postopek sistematičnega zajemanja slikov-
nih podatkov, ki smo jih uporabili za učenje modelov.
5. Ovrednotenje. Opis postopka učenja modelov ter pregled rezultatov,
primerjava z referenčnimi algoritmi ter poglobljena diskusija.
6. Zaključek. Pregled opravljenega dela in pridobljenih rezultatov, smer-
nice in ideje za nadgradnjo.
1http://go.vicos.si/scanetdataset
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I Kratek pregled sorodnih del
Na temo izbolǰsanja kakovosti slik dokumentov zajetih z uporabo nevron-
skih mrež in globokega učenja je objavljenih nekaj del, kateri se primarno
ukvarjajo z odstranjevanjem fizičnih poškodb skeniranih fotografij. Eden
najnoveǰsih raziskovalnih člankov, ki obravnava problem, podoben našemu,
poskuša obnoviti kakovost starih fotografij, ki so se sčasoma obrabile in
poškodovale [1].
Podobni pristopi so bili uspešno uporabljeni tudi v podobnih scenarjih iz-
bolǰsevanja kvalitete. Nekaj primerov tega so dela v območju super ločljivosti
ene slike (ang. single image super-resolution - SISR) [2, 3, 4, 5], barvanja
slike [6, 7, 8], odstranjevanja hrupa (ang. ”denoising”) [9, 10], in prenosa
sloga slike [11].
Cilj SISR je kot izhod pridobiti fotografijo z visoko ločljivostjo, če kot
vhod dobimo fotografijo z nizko ločljivostjo. Zanimivi rezultati so doseženi
s generativno nasprotnǐsko mrežo (ang. ”generative adversarial networks”),
kjer si lahko mreža znova izmisli manjkajoče dele slik ali poveča ločljivost
slike z nisko ločljivostjo z ugibanjem, kako je treba izgledati slika z visoko
ločljivostjo. Nekateri rezultati iz [3] so prikazani na sliki 2.2.
Cilj barvanja slik je ustvarjanje barvnih (RGB) slik, pri čemer se kot vhodi
uporabljajo slike v sivinski lestvici (ang. ”grayscale”). Mreža je naučena na
umetno razbarvanih slikah, ki se uporabljajo kot vhodi, in z uporabo barv-
nih slik kot pričakovanih izhodov. Na področju barvanja slike so najbolǰsi
rezultati doslej doseženi z uporabo več nevronskih mrež eno na drugo [6].
Pri odstranjevanju hrupa iz slik [9, 10] je cilj odstraniti umetni hrup, kot
je beli Gauss-ov hrup s slik. Izkazalo se je za uspešneǰse od tradicionalnih
pristopov, kot so Bayesovi najmanǰsi kvadrati (ang. ”Bayes Least Squares”)
z Gaussovo mešanico lestvice (ang. ”Gaussian Scale-Mixture”) in tehniko
redkega kodiranja K-SVD. Avtorji [9] navajajo, da njihova metoda dosega
zmogljivost, primerljivo s tradicionalnim linearnim algoritmom redkega kodi-
ranja, pri preprosti nalogi odvajanja aditivnega belega Gaussovega šuma in
se lahko uspešno spopade tudi s precej težjim problemom slepega barvanja
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kompleksnih vzorcev (ang. ”blind inpainting of complex patterns”).
Na vseh prej omenjenih delih so bili za učenje nevronskih mrež upora-
bljeni umetno ustvarjeni nabori podatkov. V našem primeru to ni mogoče,
saj so resnični zunanji pogoji tisti, ki dajejo smiselne vhodne podatke. Te
pogoje je težko ustvariti umetno; zajeti jih je treba s fizičnimi napravami s
spremenljivimi zunanjimi pogoji.
Podoben projekt so pred kratkim izvedli raziskovalci iz ETH Zürich [11],
katerih cilj je bil ustvariti model, ki prenese slog fotografije, posnete s pa-
metnim telefonom, tako da je videti, kot da je bila posneta z veliko dražjo
DSLR kamero, hkrati pa slika ohrani vso vsebino. Model je moral izbolǰsati
ekspozicijo, osvetlitev in druge značilnosti slik. Da bi to dosegli, so avtorji
ustvarili obsežen nabor podatkov, ki vsebuje resnične fotografije, posnete iz
treh različnih telefonov in ene vrhunske DSLR kamere.
II Metodologija
Glavna metodologija magistrske naloge so nevronske mreže, natančneje glo-
boke konvolucijske nevronske mreže. Ustrezne arhitekture nevronskih mrež
lahko uporabljamo za iskanje funkcije preslikave iz vhodnega prostora slik
(zajete slike) v izhodni prostor slik z izbolǰsano kakovostjo (referenčne slike).
II.I Nevronske mreže
Nevronske mreže sestavljajo vhodna in izhodna plast ter (v glavnem) skrita
plast, sestavljena iz enot, ki spremenijo vhod v nekaj, kar lahko izhodna plast
uporabi. Primer najpreprosteǰsega večplastnega in večfunkcijske nevronske
mreže je mogoče videti na sliki 3.1.
Nevronske mreže imajo preceǰsnje število spremenljivk in zato za učenje
zahtevajo veliko količino vhodnih podatkov. To je nujno če želimo da mreža
deluje natančno, zlasti če je število značilnosti podatkov veliko. En takšen
primer bi bila mreža katera kot vhod dobi sliko, pri čemer se vsaka sli-
kovna pika šteje za eno značilnost. Večfunkcijska mreža s poljubnim številom
v
značilnosti je predstavljeno na sliki 3.2.
Konvolucijske nevronske mreže
Konvolucijska nevronska mreža (ConvNet ali CNN) je različica nevronskih
mrež, ki rešuje problem velikega števila parametrov, ki jih zahtevajo tradicio-
nalne nevronske mreže, pa tudi njihovo strogo globalno razumevanje njihovih
vhodov; CNN-ji imajo veliko prednost prostorske neodvisnosti.
CNN se učijo globalno, torej se celotna mreža uči naenkrat. To je pro-
blem globalne optimizacije. Z zmanǰsanjem funkcije izgube je mogoče dobiti
optimalno ujemanje nizov parametrov. Eden najpogosteǰsih pristopov za
optimizacijo mrež CNN je stohastični gradientni spust [13, 14].
V nasprotju z običajnimi konvolucijskimi nevronskimi mrežami, ki imajo
na koncu običajno eno ali več popolnoma povezanih plasti, ki povzamejo
celotno informacijo vhodne slike, popolnoma konvolucijske nevronske mreže
(FCNN) nimajo popolnoma povezanih slojev. izhajajo iz arhitekture, znane
kot samokodirnik (ang. ”autoencoder”). Samokodirnik je vrsta umetne ne-
vronske mreže, ki se uporablja za nenadzorovano učenje učinkovitega kodi-
ranja podatkov [15]. Namen samokodirnika je sklepati na predstavitev ali
kodiranje določenega nabora podatkov. Posredna prednost konvolucijskih
samokodirnikov je tudi samodejna prilagoditev velikosti vhodne slike.
II.II Arhitekture uporabljene v naših poskusih
Za izvajanje poskusov v naši raziskavi uporabljamo dve različni arhitek-
turi nevronske mreže, UNet [16] in spremenjeno arhitekturo ResNet iz [11]
(”mreža DPED”v nadaljevanju besedila).
UNet je konvolucijska samokodirnǐska arhitektura, ki je bila najprej upo-
rabljena za naloge semantične segmentacije slik. Kasneje je bila uporablja
za številne različne aplikacije segmentacije biomedicinskih slik [17, 16, 18],
volumetrične segmentacije [19] in analizo posnetkov iz zraka [20]. Arhitek-
turo te mreže lahko vidimo na sliki 3.5. Sestavljena je iz zožujoče se poti, ki
obsega levo stran arhitekture, in razširitvene poti, ki je na desni strani.
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Mreža DPED je bila predlagana prav za izbolǰsanje zajemanja slik s pa-
metnimi telefoni, ideja je izbolǰsati slike, zajete s telefonom, da bi imele
kakovost podobno kot slike zajete z DSLR kamero [11]. Avtorji za rešitev
tega problema predlagajo učenje globokega modela, ki zajete slike prevede
iz prostora kamere pametnega telefona v slikovni prostor DSLR. Da bi bil
učni proces nadzorovan, sestavijo in uporabljajo nabor podatkov več naprav
pametnih telefonov in ene DSLR kamere, ki zajemajo isto sliko. Arhitektura
DPED je prikazana na sliki 3.6. Gre za polno konvolucijsko mrežo. Začne
se s plastjo 9x9, ki jo nadomestijo štirje residualni (ang. ”residual”) bloki.
Vsak blok je sestavljen iz dveh slojev 3x3, ki jim sledijo sloji za paketno
normalizacijo (ang. ”batch normalization”).
Spremembe arhitektur CNN, uporabljenih v naših poskusih
Izvesti moramo preslikavo med barvnim prostorom RGB slik, posnetih s pa-
metnimi telefoni, in barvnim prostorom RGB originalnih digitalnih slik. Da
bi lahko izvedli to preslikavo, spremenimo naslednje dele arhitekture UNet:
• Število kanalov v predzadnjem sloju spremenimo z dveh na tri, da
ohranimo vse barvne kanale za izhodno sliko.
• Število kanalov v zadnji plasti spremenimo z enega na tri, da ohranimo
vse barvne kanale za izhodno sliko.
• Namesto da uporabimo binarno navzkrižno entropijsko izgubo (ang.
”binary cross-entropy loss”), ki se običajno uporablja v kontekstu se-
gmentacije, smo uporabili uteženo kombinacjo funkcij DSSIM (razlika v
strukturni podobnosti, ang. “SSIM”) in MSE, ki se je v naših poskusih
izkazala za najbolǰso.
V mrežni arhitekturi DPED spreminjamo le funkcijo izgube. Namesto da
uporabimo kompleksno funkcijo sestavljene izgube, ki jo avtorji predlagajo v
svojem prispevku, se odločimo za enostavneǰso sestavljeno funkcijo, ki je bolj
prilagojena našim potrebam. Sestavljena funkcija izgube, ki jo ustvarimo, je
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ponderirana kombinacija MSE in vzajemne mere SSIM, kot je zapisano v
enačbi 3.5.
III Zbiranje podatkov
Naš nabor referenčnih (ang. ”groundtruth) slik je sestavljen iz sto različnih
visokokakovostnih motivov. Te slike so bile vzete iz zbirke DIV2K [21]. Slike
ustrezajo našim zahtevam glede visokokakovostnih slik različnih naravnih
prizorov. Slike so natisnjene na standardni papir formata A4. Zajem učne
množice za naš problem je zahteven, ker slike, ki jih zajamemo z mobilnim
telefonom, niso poravnane z izvornimi slikami, kar je predpostavka za ustre-
zno primerjavo med učenjem. V surovih slikah je potrebno najprej določiti
meje dokumenta in izvorno in referenčno sliko čim bolj poravnati. Ob tem je
potrebno poudariti, da za praktično uporabo modela zadošča bolj preprosta
poravnava dokumentov, saj v tem primeru primerjava z referenčno sliko ni
potrebna.
Za učinkovit in sistematičen zajem učne zbirke smo pripravili posebno sto-
jalo, ki zajem skoraj v celoti avtomatizira. Za krmiljenje stojala uporabljamo
mikrokrmilnik Arduino. Na naše stojalo z namenom nadzora nad osvetlitvijo
postavimo tri LED-trakove. Stojalo za papir je označeno z osmimi različnimi
oznakami Aruco [22], ki se kasneje uporabljajo za računanje homografije in
prenos papirja na pravo ravnino. Vsak papir fotografiramo posebej s šestimi
pametnimi telefoni, pod različnimi zunanjimi pogoji in različnimi perspekti-
vami. Skupaj smo imeli šest telefonov, ki so skupaj zajeli 14.400 različnih
slik. Primer našega zajema si lahko ogledate na sliki 4.1.
Za obdelavo zajetih slik uporabljamo več programskih paketov za računal-
nǐski vid, pri čemer je najpomembneǰsi OpenCV2. Prenos in grobo obrezo-
vanje zajete slike se začne z prvim korakom, zaznavanjem enega od osmih
obstoječih markerjev Aruco [22] na stojalu za dokument. Po končanem prvem
koraku nadaljujemo do drugega koraka, grobe poravnave z uporabo ORB
2https://opencv.org/
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(Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF) [23]. Pridobljene slike se samodejno
geometrijsko obdelajo z uporabo tega algoritma za poravnavo slik. Slike ki
so bile pravilno poravnane z drugim korakom obdelamo še s tretjim korakom,
natančno poravnavo glede na optični tok [24]. Zajem vsake referenčne slike,
vključno s posnetki z vsemi telefoni, različnimi položaji in stopnjami osvetli-
tve, traja približno 240 sekund. V tem času naredimo 144 posnetkov fizične
slike. Na slikah 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 je videti primere vhodne slike, prenesene slike
(po prvem koraku), grobo poravnane slike (po drugem koraku) in natančno
poravnane slike (po tretjem koraku).
IV Eksperimentalna evaluacija
Modele smo implementirali v eni izmed bolj uveljavljenih knjižnic za globoko
učenje, TensorFlow3, za lažje rokovanje smo uporabili ovoj Keras4.
IV.I Konfiguriranje modelov
Prvi model, ki ga preizkusimo, temelji na arhitekturi UNet [12], uporabili
smo spremembe arhitekture, ki smo jih opisali v poglavju II. Eksperimen-
tirali smo tudi in z odstotki izpusta (ang. ”dropout”) 10, 50 in 90. Glede
mrežne arhitekture DPED ni bilo treba izvesti veliko sprememb. Gre za
”ravno”arhitekturo s fiksno globino konvolucije od 64 kanalov. Sestavljen je
iz štirih rezidualnih plasti in ene konvolucijske. Zaradi tega je model manǰsi
od modela UNet in veliko hitreje konvergira.
Na voljo imamo 1.159.801 učnih slik, zato smo se odločili za učenje mrež
z uporabo naslednjih parametrov učenja:
• Velikost paketa (ang. ”batch size”): 256. Uporabljamo največjo možno
velikost paketa, glede na našo strojno opremo. S tem zagotovimo gladek
gradient in hitreǰso konvergenco.
3https://www.tensorflow.org/
4https://keras.io/
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• Število korakov učenja. Za epoho uporabljamo 4.531 korakov učenja,
tako da vsaka epoha natančno enkrat pokriva vse učne podatke (256 ∗
4.531 = 1.159.801).
• Število epoh (ang. ”number of epochs”). Vsak model učimo, dokler
vrednost njegove funkcije izgube ne konvergira (za UNet je to število
približno 20 epoh, medtem ko je za mrežo DPED nižje).
• Učna stopnja (ang. ”learning rate”). Za mrežo UNet in DPED upora-
bljamo stopnje učenja 1e-4 in 1e-5.
IV.II Rezultati
Rezultati se med predstavljenima testnima arhitekturama se seveda razliku-
jejo, razlike v so ilustrirane na sliki 5.1. Opazimo, da je model, ki temelji
na arhitekturi UNet bolǰsi pri rekonstrukciji dela slike na desni - črni predeli
pokrajine v ozadju. Še ena stvar, pri kateri opažamo, da se UNet odlikuje,
je odstranjevanje nasičenih regij, ki se na zajetih slikah pojavijo zaradi loma
svetlobe na gladki površini papirja. Mreža DPED nima te lastnosti, saj so
njene lastnosti povzamanja veliko manǰse. To lahko opazimo na sliki 5.2.
Najbolǰse rezultate smo dosegli s kombinacijo MSE in DSSIM kot funkcije
izgube. Nekaj primerjav rezultatov za različne funkcije izgube so na sliki 5.5.
Preizkuse smo izvedli s tremi različnimi stopnjami izpusta: 10%, 50%
(prvotno) in 90%. Nekaj primerjav vizualnih rezultatov za različne stopnje
izpusta je mogoče videti na sliki 5.6. Primerjava diagramov konvergence
izgub za različne stopnje izpusta je prikazana na sliki 5.7.
Za mrežo DPED izvedemo večino enakih poskusov kot z UNet-om, z
izjemo spreminjanja števila združevalnih slojev z maksimizacijo in stopnje
izpusta (mreža DPED teh lastnosti nima). Rezultati prikazani na sliki 5.4 so
za mrežo DPED s hitrostjo učenja 1e-4, ki je bilo učeno s prej omenjenimi
hiperparametri šestnajst epoh (do konvergence).
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Primerjava z osnovnimi metodami
Da bi našo metodo ovrednotili glede na neko izhodǐsče, razvijemo preprost
algoritem za izbolǰsanje kontrasta. Ta algoritem najde najbolǰso stopnjo
kontrasta za vhodno sliko glede na SSIM in MSE med vhodno sliko (zajeto s
pametnim telefonom) in referenčno sliko. Primerjava meritev za različne pri-
stope je prikazana v tabeli 5.2. Izhodne slike naše metode z arhitekturo UNet
so videti ostreǰse, bolj žive in bolj podobne prvotni sliki. Nekaj rezultatov je
prikazanih na sliki 5.10.
Naše rezultate primerjamo tudi z rezultati, pridobljenimi s samodejnim
načinom izbolǰsave Adobe Photoshop Express-a5 (Adjust image > High Con-
trast & Detail). Vizualno primerjavo naše metode in Adobe Photoshop
Express si lahko ogledamo na sliki 5.11. Na slikah 5.12 in 5.13 lahko opazimo
pregled rezultatov metod za dve testni sliki. Na sliki 5.12 lahko opazimo, da
je naš algoritem z arhitekturo UNet edini, ki popolnoma odstrani bleščanje,
drugi dve metodi pa ga okrepita.
Naša različica metode z uporabo arhitekture DPED v večini primerov
prekaša preprost algoritem za izbolǰsanje kontrasta. Primerjava kvantita-
tivnih rezultatov je prikazana v tabeli 5.1. Nekaj primerov rezultatov je
prikazanih na sliki 5.8.
Mreža DPED dosega zadovoljive rezultate za naše testne slike, čeprav se
kakovost izbolǰsave zmanǰsa, ko bleščanje na slikah postane bolj opazno (npr.
druga podslika na sliki 5.8. Na drugih slikah se zdi, da mreža DPED deluje
dobro in doseže še posebej dobro barvno rekonstrukcijo na tretji in četrti
podsliki na sliki 5.8. Vizualno primerjavo naše metode z uporabo mreže
DPED in Adobe Photoshop Express lahko vidimo na sliki 5.9.
Dodatne slikovne rezultate in izvorno kodo za vse poizkuse, izvedene kot
del naše raziskave, lahko najdete v našem repozitoriju GitHub6.
5https://photoshop.adobe.com/
6https://github.com/JovanToroman/ScaNet
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V Sklep
Cilj magistrskega dela je bil izdelava metode za izbolǰsanje kakovosti slik
dokumentov, zajetih s pametnim telefonom. Obdelane slike naj bi bile čim
bližje tistim, pridobljenim s tradicionalnim optičnim bralnikom. Kot del naše
raziskave smo sistematično zajeli realistične učne podatke in jih uporabili za
učenje globokega modela. Zbirko slik bomo ponudili raziskovalni skupnosti
za hitreǰsi razvoj in vrednotenje novih metod na področju. V okviru naloge
smo prilagodili dve obstoječi arhitekturi nevronskih mrež, ki sta bili primerni
za našo domeno. Oba modela smo naučili na učni zbirki ter ju ovrednotili
na testnih slikah, primerjali smo ju tudi z referenčnimi algoritmi za globalno
izbolǰsavo slik. Izvorna koda implementacije je na voljo kot odprto-kodni
projekt.
Zastavljeni cilj smo delno dosegli. Glavna težava je bila slaba kvaliteta
nekaterih kamer v povezavi z ekstremnimi pogoji zajema (preveč odseva).
Vprašljivo je, ali je podpora tem ekstremnim pogojem smislena zaradi vse
večje kakovosti kamer pametnih telefonov, po drugi strani pa lahko tudi upo-
rabniki po potrebi posnamejo bolǰse slike. Zato se nam ta pomanjkljivost
našega pristopa ne zdi ključna ovira.
Možnosti za nadaljnje delo vključujejo povečanje učne zbirke, selektivno
učenje modela glede na tip telefona, augmentacija učnih podatkov. Cilj je
tudi implementacija našega pristopa bodisi kot spletne storitve bodisi kot
aplikacije za pametni telefon. Na ta način bi lahko pristop preverili v praksi.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction
With their versatile nature, smartphones have replaced many dedicated de-
vices in our lives (e.g. clock, flashlight, dictaphone, camera). They are
becoming more powerful, most of them having multi-core processors and
high-resolution cameras. This paves the way for many advanced and more
computationally demanding operations, especially in the field of computer
vision. One such possibility is capturing of various image documents. How-
ever, due to the way these images are taken, the quality of the photographed
document images is still quite poor compared to a dedicated scanner. This is
especially noticeable in documents containing images, such as photographs.
Quality is affected by uneven lighting, motion that causes blurred images,
angle of view, color and geometric distortion due to the lens, etc. Our goal
is to develop an algorithm that would correct at least some of these errors
and bring the captured document closer to the original in terms of quality.
We can see an example of image captured using a smartphone, a cropped
image that we use as an input for our method, and a groundtruth image in
Figure 1.1.
One of the ways to correct this is to use advanced post-processing that
relies on prior knowledge about image degradation acquired during train-
ing phase, e.g. using neural networks for counteracting these sub-optimal
conditions with encoded prior knowledge. In fact, neural networks are very
1
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Figure 1.1: On the left: image captured using an LG G3 smartphone; in
the middle: the same image, pre-processed; on the right: groundtruth image.
suitable for this kind of image processing tasks, and have been used in vari-
ous similar cases. They have been successfully used for solving single image
super-resolution [2, 5, 3, 4], image quality enhancement [11], image coloriza-
tion [6, 7, 8], and image denoising [9, 10] problems. There is also one example
of neural networks being used for a task similar to our own [1].
Our goal is to develop a model based on convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) to enhance quality of captured documents or images and make mobile
phone scanners more suitable for scanning photographs.
1.1 Contributions
Considering that no previous work was done on this specific topic, we make a
twofold contribution in this narrow field. First contribution includes creating
a large and organized dataset of images for training deep models, which is
also available as an open source directory for use by other researchers on
this task. This dataset is available to the research community as a public
dataset1.
Our second contribution is a CNN model for improving the quality of
input images captured using a smartphone camera. What the model tries to
do is to make smartphone images as similar to the original digital images as
possible, or at least similar to those scanned by a dedicated scanner device.
Since we used existing models for this purpose (UNet [12] and DPED net-
1http://go.vicos.si/scanetdataset
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work [11]), our main contribution here are the adjustments to these models
that we made, the training technique used to train the models, the program
code for training and evaluating the models, and the determined hyperpa-
rameters that we used for training the models.
1.2 Document structure overview
The master thesis is divided into the following chapters and sections:
1. Introduction. Basic overview of the research area we are contributing
to, as well as the description of the contributions.
1.1 Contributions. Descriptions of the two contributions of our work.
1.2 Document structure overview. An overview of the way this thesis
content is organized.
2. Related work. An overview of work which is relevant to our work
and that we draw inspiration from.
1.1 SISR
1.2 Image colorization
1.3 Denoising
1.4 Style transfer
3. Methodology. Description of the scientific techniques and methods
used in our work.
1.1 Neural networks. One of the machine learning techniques and the
main technique for image enhancement used in our work.
4. Data acquisition. In this chapter we describe the whole process of
capturing data used in our work, starting with image selection and
printing of these images, through assembly of our image capturing de-
vice and the logic behind the capture process.
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5. Experiments. Here we join our methods and our data in the process
of training our neural network. We describe all steps of training the
network, results for different network variants, comparison with linear
methods, etc.
1.1 Model configuration. Here we describe the hyperparameters we
used for training the models used by our method.
1.2 Results. Here we describe our experiments for the main topic of
our work, enhancement of color photograph captured using smart-
phone devices.
6. Conclusion. In the final chapter we make an overview of the work done
as a part of this master thesis and the results obtained. In the end we
provide some guidelines on possible ways to build on our research.
Chapter 2
Related work
In this chapter we take a closer look at some of the methods of captured
document image quality improvement that use neural networks. What is
common for all of these approaches is that they try to improve quality of
input images by either performing transformations based on image’s existing
content, or by generating (”hallucinating”) completely new parts of the image
(generative neural networks).
There seems to be little to no existing research on the specific topic of
quality improvement of captured document images using neural networks and
deep learning. One of the recent research papers that deals with a problem
similar to ours tries to restore quality of old photographs, which have de-
graded over time [1]. Degradation in real photographs is non-linear and can-
not be easily replicated artificially. It is, however, different from degradation
in images that we face in our research; this degradation is mostly mechan-
ical and of local nature, whereas degradation in our research is mostly of
global nature and optical (glare, blur, etc.). Another important difference
compared to our work is that all of the images for this paper were captured
in a controlled environment with ideal external conditions. Therefore, the
authors’ goal is not to model the effect of external conditions to the output
image but rather to model the local degradation inside of the images them-
selves. Authors propose an architecture with two variational autoencoders
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Figure 2.1: Results of enhancing quality of old degraded photographs using
neural networks. [1]
(VAEs) which perform transformation of old photos and clean photos into
two separate latent spaces, and then learn translation function between these
two latent spaces using synthetic paired data. Some results of this network
can be observed in Figure 2.1.
Similar approaches have also been successfully used in related image en-
hancement scenarios. Some of those cases include single image super resolu-
tion (SISR) [2, 3, 4, 5], image colorization [6, 7, 8], image denoising [9, 10],
and image style transfer [11].
2.1 SISR
There are many approaches to SISR problem which rely on using neural net-
works for up-scaling the low-resolution image. The goal here is to produce a
high-resolution photo using a low-resolution input. They achieve an improve-
ment in quality of produced images [2, 3, 4] and performance [5], compared
to traditional approaches such as bicubic and spline algorithms. Interesting
results are achieved using adversarial generative networks, where the network
is able to re-invent missing parts of images, or upscale their resolution using
its best guess of what the low-resolution image looks like. Some of the results
achieved in [3] can be observed in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: From left to right: bicubic interpolation, deep residual network
optimized for MSE, deep residual generative adversarial network optimized
for a loss more sensitive to human perception, original HR image. Corre-
sponding PSNR and SSIM are shown in brackets. [4x upscaling] [3]
2.2 Image colorization
Another interesting domain is image colorization. The goal is to generate
color (RGB) images, using gray-scale images as inputs. The network is
trained by artificially decolorizing images that are used as network inputs,
and using original, colored images as expected outputs. In the field of image
colorization, best results so far are achieved by applying multiple neural net-
works on top of each other [6]. This approach produces images of comparable
color quality to that of original images. One of the papers which attacks the
problem of hallucinating a plausible color version of the grayscale photo-
graph is [25]. The authors achieve a good result, with output color images
having vivid colors which resemble those of groundtruth photographs. They
embrace the underlying uncertainty of the problem by posing it as a clas-
sification task and using class-rebalancing at training time to increase the
diversity of colors in the result. They score their algorithm by asking vol-
unteers to discern between a generated and groundtruth color image. Their
method successfully fools humans on 32% of the tries, significantly higher
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than previous methods. We show some results from [25] in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Example input grayscale photographs and output coloriza-
tion. [25]
2.3 Denoising
Denoising images using a neural network [9, 10] aims to remove artificial
noise such as white Gaussian noise from images. It was proven to be more
successful than traditional approaches such as Bayes Least Squares with a
Gaussian Scale-Mixture and K-SVD sparse coding technique. Authors of [9]
state that their method achieves performance comparable to traditional linear
sparse coding algorithm on the simple task of denoising additive white Gaus-
sian noise and can also successfully tackle the much harder problem of blind
inpainting of complex patterns. Some examples of results of the network
described in this paper, Stacked Sparse Denoising Auto-encoders (SSDA),
compared to Bayes Least Squares Gaussian Scale Mixture (BLS-GSM) and
K-SVD can be observed in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Visual comparison of denoising results. Results of images cor-
rupted by white Gaussian noise with standard deviation a = 50 are shown [9].
2.4 Style transfer
In all of the aforementioned research domains, artificially generated datasets
were used to train neural networks. In our case this is not true, since it is
the real external conditions that will give the most useful input data to our
neural network. These conditions are difficult to generate artificially; they
need to be captured using physical devices with changing external conditions.
Similar project was done recently by researchers from ETH Zurich [11] whose
goal was to create a model that transfers the style of a much more expensive
DSLR camera to a photograph captured using a smartphone, while preserv-
ing its content. The model had to improve lighting, exposition, and other
features of images. To achieve this, authors created a large-scale dataset that
contains real photos, captured from three different phones and one high-end
reflex camera. The authors train their model for each of the smartphones
individually. We use a similar approach, where we have six different smart-
phone devices which capture the same image and we train our model with
data from all the smartphones at once. An example of input and output
image of this network can be seen in Figure 2.5.
We discussed some of related work relevant to our research. In the next
chapter we take a look at methodologies used in our work.
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Figure 2.5: An example input (left) and output (right) image of DPED
network [11].
Chapter 3
Methodology
This work addresses a new image enhancement use case, improvement of
quality of images of documents captured using smartphones, with the help
of neural networks. We primarily base our investigation on existing CNN
architectures and methodologies, modify them to our problem domain and
identify new research directions. For the purposes of this master’s thesis,
two well-known methodologies were used [12, 11]. The core methodologies
used in our research are neural networks, more precisely deep convolutional
neural networks. We use these networks for the task of finding a proper
transformation function from an input space of images of documents captured
using smartphones to an output space of images with improved quality. Now
we go through an in-depth analysis of each of the methodologies used.
3.1 Neural networks
Artificial neural networks are one of the primary instruments utilized in the
field of AI. As the ”neural” part of their name proposes, they are frameworks
which are expected to reproduce the way that we people learn. Neural net-
works are comprised of input and output layers, as well as (in most cases) a
hidden layer that changes the input to something that the output layer can
utilize. They have proved useful for seeing complex patterns inside of existing
11
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Figure 3.1: Two-featured neural network with one hidden layer and the
equations which are used for calculating the outputs of the network based on
the inputs. [27]
data. While plain neural networks (also known as “perceptrons”) have been
actual since the 1940s, it was in the last few decades that they had emerged
as a major field of artificial intelligence. This was because of the arrival of a
method called backpropagation [26]. This method allowed networks to adapt
their neuron weights in cases when the obtained output does not match the
output we expected. Neural networks employ affine transformations to be
able to concatenate input features jointly that converge at a specific point
in the network. This concatenated input is then sent through an activation
function, which scores the signal response and decides if the neuron ought to
be activated considering the current inputs.
This idea can be applied to multi-layer and multi-feature networks for us
to increase the descriptive power of the network. We do this by enhancing
the count of degrees of freedom (weights and biases) of the network, and
also the count of existing features (possible inputs) that the network can
utilize to produce predictions. An example of the simplest multi-layer and
multi-feature neural network can be observed in Figure 3.1.
The network parameters (weights and biases) are recalculated after eval-
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uating the error of the network. This is performed with the help of back-
propagation across the whole network with the purpose of calculating the
derivatives for every parameter in relation to the loss function. After that,
gradient descent is utilized for recalculating network parameters in a senseful
way with the final goal of improving the predictive capability of the network.
Combined, the action of evaluating the error and recalculating the parame-
ters is colloquially regarded as training the network. Only way of doing this
is if the groundtruth result is known to us, and therefore training data is
necessary for us to build a functioning network. We then access the opera-
tion of the network by evaluating it on the data it had never been trained
with, and this data is referred to as test data. Neural networks possess a
substantial count of variables and, hence, they require a significant quantity
of input data for training in order for them to make adequate predictions, in
particular if the number of features in the data is large (an example of this
would be an image, where each pixel is regarded as a network feature). A
multi-featured network with an arbitrary number of features is represented
in Figure 3.2.
In Figure 3.2 there are m nodes, m being the width of a layer inside the
network. We should emphasize that the number of input features can easily
differ from the width of the first hidden network layer. The depth of the
network is determined by the count of hidden layers and it is n in our case.
Loosely speaking, any network that has two or more hidden layers is regarded
as a deep network. At times, networks can possess hundreds of hidden layers,
especially in some of the newer research in the field of image analysis which
was able to utilize higher computing power that has become easily available
in the last decade [28].
The number of inputs, d, is inferred from the input data. If we look at an
image as an input, the number of features is usually the same as the number
of pixels in the image and is usually (for non-convolutional neural networks)
transformed to a one-dimensional data structure so that it can be fed to the
neural network.
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Figure 3.2: A multi-featured network with an arbitrary number of features,
having n hidden layers, m nodes in each of the hidden layers, and d input
features.
Usually it is not mandatory for the hidden layers in the network to possess
equal nodes count and this value is allowed to differ amongst the hidden
layers. The output layer’s dimension is also not constrained in any way and
is determined according to the problem space and the needed output. If
we were to try and classify images into a certain number of categories, the
output layer w would contain the same number of neurons as the number of
classes, one for each matching output class.
3.1.1 Convolutional neural networks
A convolutional neural network (ConvNet or CNN) is a variation of neu-
ral networks that solves the problem of large number of parameters that
traditional neural networks require, as well as their strictly global compre-
hension of their inputs: CNNs have a major advantage of spatial invariance.
These properties make CNNs highly suitable for processing of visual data.
In some simpler scenarios, convolutional filters can be hand-crafted but if
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enough input data is provided, CNNs are capable of learning these filters in-
dependently. Inspiration for CNNs was found in the connectivity behaviours
of neurons in the brains of humans and by the organization of the human
visual cortex. Separate neurons react only in a limited area to stimuli of
human’s visual field which is also called the Receptive Field. An array of
similar areas intertwine in order to cover the whole visual area [29]. A CNN
is capable of efficiently capturing the spatial and temporal connections in a
picture using the relevant convolutional filters. This type of neural network
yields an improved fitting to the picture dataset because of the decrease in
the count of parameters included and the reusability of weights. Due to these
factors, CNNs are capable of learning to comprehend the interdependence of
the image parts more efficiently.
Literature speaks of multiple variations of CNN architectures, although
their basic parts are very much alike [30]. For example, a classic LeNet-5
is comprised of three kinds of layers: the convolutional, pooling, and fully-
connected layers [31]. The first of these layers’ purpose is to discover the
feature decomposition of the inputs. We can observe that in Figure 3.3(a),
a layer in charge of convolution is made up of a few different convolution
kernels (filters), whose purpose is to calculate various feature spaces. More
precisely, every neuron of a feature space is attached to an area of surrounding
neurons in the preceding layer. That kind of a surrounding is usually called
the neuron’s receptive field in relation to the previous layer. The newly cal-
culated feature space is gathered by performing a combination of convolving
the input using a specific kernel and afterwards applying a nonlinear acti-
vation function for each element on the convolved results. It is important
to emphasize that, for us to be able to create each of the feature spaces,
the kernel is simultaneously applied to all of the parts of the input image.
All of the feature spaces are gained through usage of a few distinct kernels.
We can mathematically represent the feature value at location (i, j) in the
k-th feature map of l-th layer as zli,j,k and calculate it using the formula in
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Figure 3.3: (a) The architecture of the LeNet-5 network, which performs
good on digit categorization problem. (b) Visual representation of feature
spaces in the LeNet-5 CNN. Every layer’s feature spaces are shown in a
separate fragment [32].
Equation 3.1.
zli,j,k = w
I
k
T
x′i,j + b
l
k (3.1)
In Equation 3.1 wlk and b
l
k are the weight vector and bias term of the k-th
filter of the l-th layer respectively, whereas xli,j is the input patch having its
center at position (i, j) of the l-th layer.
We use activation functions to add non-linearity to our network, as a
wanted property of multi-layer networks which aim to extract non-linear
features. Lets mark the nonlinear activation function as a(·). The activation
value ali,j,k of convolutional feature z
l
i,j,k is calculated using the formula shown
in Equation 3.2.
ali,j,k = a
(
zli,j,k
)
(3.2)
Some of the most widely used activation functions are sigmoid, tanh [33],
and rectified linear unit (ReLU) [34]. There are also pooling layers which aim
to provide shift-invariance by lowering the granularity of the feature space.
They are commonly added in the middle of two convolutional layers. Every
feature space of a pooling layer is attached to its appropriate feature space
of the previous convolutional layer. Marking the pooling transformation
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as pool(·), we have that for every feature space al:,:,k we can represent this
transformation using Equation 3.3:
yli,j,k = pool
(
alm,n,k
)
,∀(m,n) ∈ Rij (3.3)
In Equation 3.3, Rij represents a local surrounding at location (i, j). The
usual pooling operations are average pooling [35] and max pooling [36]. We
can observe in Figure 3.3(b) how the feature spaces of digit 7 inferred in
the upmost two convolutional layers look. The filters in the first convolu-
tional layer have the purpose of detecting low-level properties e.g. borders
and curvature of the image, whereas the higher ones are trained to extract
more abstract properties. Stacking several convolutional and pooling lay-
ers is used to sequentially extract feature spaces of the higher-level [32].
Following a few sets of convolutional and pooling layers, we usually add a
cetrain number of fully-connected layers whose goal is to perform high-level
decisions [37, 38, 39]. This prediction is based on all the neurons in the
preceding layer and their connections to each neuron of the current layer,
which captures information about the global transformation function. We
notice that fully-connected layers are used usually in classification scenarios,
whereas in applications that make use of autoencoders, a 1 × 1 convolution
layer is usually used [12]. These networks are called fully-convolutional CNNs
and we discuss their application later in this chapter.
The final layer of CNNs is called the output layer. The softmax acti-
vation function is used as an operator for classification tasks [40]. Beside
CNNs, SVMs (support vector machines) are commonly utilized and occa-
sionally combined alongside CNN features to tackle various classification
problems [41, 42]. We will use θ to mark the parameter matrix of a CNN
such as weight vectors and bias terms. We calculate best parameters with
a certain scenario case through minimizing the selected loss function set up
for the task at hand. Given that we have N wanted input-output relations
{(x(n), y(n));n ∈ [1, ..., N ]}, where x(n) represents the n-th part of input data,
y(n) marks its matching destination label, and o(n) represents the output of
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CNN, then we can calculate the loss of the CNN using Equation 3.4.
L = 1
N
N∑
n=1
`
(
θ;y(n),o(n)
)
(3.4)
CNNs are trained globally, i.e. the whole network is trained as a whole.
This is a problem of global optimization. It is possible to obtain the optimal
matching set of parameters through minimization of the loss function. One of
the common approaches for optimizing CNN networks is stochastic gradient
descent [13, 14].
Fully convolutional neural networks and autoencoders
Unlike regular convolutional neural networks which usually have one or more
fully connected layers at the end, the CNNs deemed fully convolutional have
no fully connected layers, i.e. all of their layers are convolutional. Another
major advantage of this type of network is automatic adaptation to the input
image size. This kind of CNNs was first successfully used in semantic segmen-
tation tasks. Some of the example usages include networks for brain tumor
detection [43, 44, 45], pedestrian detection [46], facial recognition [47], and
others. Compared to classification and detection problems, segmentation is
significantly more difficult task. This is how it compares to other problems:
• Image Classification: Categorize an object (determine the object’s
category) inside of a picture.
• Object Detection: Categorize and locate the object(s) inside of a
picture that has bounding box(es) bounded to the object(s). This
implies that we need to know the category, location and magnitude
of every object as well.
• Semantic Segmentation: Determine the object category for every
pixel in the picture. This implies that every pixel has a label.
Fully convolutional neural networks (FCNNs) use an architecture known
as autoencoder. An autoencoder is a type of artificial neural network used
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Figure 3.4: A simple autoencoder with three layers.
to learn efficient data codings in an unsupervised manner [15]. The purpose
of an autoencoder is to infer a representation or an encoding of a certain
dataset. It is usually used for simplifying the problem space. This is achieved
by the network learning to disregard the “noise” found in signal. Besides
the simplification property, we can also teach the network to reconstruct
the input image out of the simplified respresentation. This is when the
autoencoder aims to create an output which resembles the input image as
much as possible.
Autoencoders can also be described mathematically. An autoencoder
neural network is an unsupervised learning algorithm which utilizes back-
propagation, placing the desired output values to be the same as the inputs,
i.e., it has the goal that we can express as y(i) = x(i). A simple autoencoder
is shown in Figure 3.4, where the features in the second layer represent a
compressed representation of the features of input image of layer one.
The autoencoder’s goal function is hW,b(x) ≈ x. Therefore, it aims to op-
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timize a function similar to the identity function, with the goal of outputting
x̂ which is alike to x. The identity function may look like a trivial function
and by setting limitations on the network, e.g. lowering the count of hidden
units, it is possible to find useful patterns in the data. For a specific case,
we can take a look at Figure 3.4. Inputs x represent pixel amplitude in a
10 × 10 picture, so n = 100 and we have s2 = 50 hidden neurons in layer
L2. Due to there being only fifty hidden neurons, the network has to infer a
simplified form of the input data. It is obvious that the information about
intensities of each of the hundred pixels cannot be represented with the fifty
neurons in the output layer. In the case of random inputs, e.g. a Gaussian
distribution with features independent of the other features, this simplifica-
tion problem would not make much sense and it would be very hard. But
in the case when there is a structure in the data, e.g. a correlation between
some of the input features, then the autoencoder is capable of finding some
of those correlations.
We want to emphasize the difference between autoencoders and classifi-
cation CNNs. While autoencoders take an image as input and produce an
image of the same or different dimensions at the output, classification CNNs
operate differently. They take an image as an input and produce a classifica-
tion label or a set of probabilities for each of the possible output labels. We
can say that autoencoders do not perform that as coarse a transformation as
classifications CNNs do. They translate a given input space into an output
space of similar dimensions, whereas classification CNNs greatly reduce the
dimensionality of the input space and produce one of possible labels, which
are by definition lower in number than the number of input parameters (e.g.
pixels). Therefore, we can say that classification CNNs are better at extract-
ing more general, high-level decisions, whereas autoencoders perform more
subtle and localized transformations.
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3.1.2 Architectures used in our experiments
For performing experiments in our research we use two different neural net-
work architectures, UNet [12] and a modified ResNet [48] architecture from [11]
(”DPED network” in the continuation of the text).
UNet
UNet is an autoencoder architecture and was firstly used for semantic im-
age segmentation tasks. Since its introduction in 2015. it was used for a
multitude of different applications, most of them continuing in the footsteps
of the original authors and solving problems of biomedical image segmen-
tation [17, 16, 18], and some of them dealing with problems of volumetric
segmentation [19] and even road shape extraction from aerial images [20].
There is a rather concise description of the network architecture in the
original paper [12]. We can see this network’s architecture in Figure 3.5. It
is made up of a narrowing path which comprises the left-hand side of the
architecture and a widening path which is on the right side. The narrowing
path has the usual architecture of a convolutional network. It is made up
by the recurring utilization of two 3x3 unpadded convolutions. Every pair
of convolutions is superseded by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and a pool-
ing operation (MaxPooling) with filter of size 2x2 and stride size 2, which
is used for downsampling. The number of convolutional layers is doubled at
each downsampling step. Each step of the widening path contains an upsam-
pling of the feature space superseded by a 2x2 convolution which divides the
number of feature channels by two. Then a concatenation is performed with
the appropriately clipped feature space in the narrowing path, superseded
by two 3x3 convolutions, each pair having ReLU as its activation function.
The clipping is required because of the loss of marginal pixels during each
convolution. Authors use a 1x1 convolution in the final layer to match each
64-component feature vector to the appropriate output segmentation class.
There is a total of 23 convolutional layers in the network. A very impor-
tant caveat to this architecture is that, in order to allow for a proper stacking
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Figure 3.5: U-net architecture (example for 32x32 pixels in the lowest
resolution). Each blue box corresponds to a multi-channel feature map. The
number of channels is denoted on top of the box. The x-y-size is provided at
the lower left edge of the box. White boxes represent copied feature maps.
The arrows denote the different operations.
of the output segmentation map, it is necessary to choose the input image
size in such a way that all 2x2 max-pooling layers will receive an image with
an even x- and y-size. Otherwise, there would be a mismatch between the
concatenation layers. A specific condition that the authors faced was a very
limited dataset of biomedical images. Therefore, they needed to use data
augmentation to expand their dataset and make the segmentation more flex-
ible. They create smooth deformations with arbitrary displacement vectors
on a rough 3 by 3 grid. The displacements are taken from a Gaussian dis-
tribution having a standard deviation of ten pixels. They compute per-pixel
displacements with bicubic interpolation. Dropout layers which are placed
in the end of the narrowing path have an implicit purpose of additional data
augmentation. Dropout is a stochastic regularization technique and should
reduce overfitting by (theoretically) combining many different neural network
architectures [49]. The UNet architecture demonstrates excellent capabilities
on diverse types of biomedical semantic segmentation tasks.
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DPED network
In this paper, authors present an approach for enhancing images captured by
smartphones so that they would have a DSLR camera kind of quality [11]. An
example of input and output image of this network can be observed in Fig-
ure 2.5. Authors conclude that corrupting DSLR images programmatically
and training a network on the corrupted images is not effective due to the
complex artifacts that exist in the original smartphone images. They suggest
that a possible solution would not apply to all real-world cases and account
for complex artifacts if these artifacts are modeled and applied as artificial
corruptions. For solving this problem, they offer another possibility. They
suggest learning the function that translates images captured in a live envi-
ronment from a space of smartphone cameras to DSLR image space. Their
goal was to infer a cross-distribution translation function, in which the input
distribution is determined using a provided sensor of a smartphone camera,
and the output distribution is determined by a DSLR sensor. In order to
make the training process supervised, they assemble and utilize a dataset
of multiple smartphone devices and one DSLR camera capturing the same
images. After the translation function is learned, it is possible to further
apply it to new images that the network had not seen before.
Authors use a composite loss function which also includes an adversarial
loss. This loss is computed by a generative adversarial network in which the
discriminator needs to determine if an image generated by the generator was
captured by a smartphone or a DSLR camera. Generator’s goal is to mislead
the discriminator as much as possible, effectively making the smartphone
and DSLR images indiscernible. Other parts of the loss include MSE over
images with Gaussian blur (color loss), image content information (content
loss), and total variance loss.
The overview of this CNN’s architecture is shown in Figure 3.6. It is a
fully convolutional network, and it begins with a 9x9 layer superseded by
four residual blocks. Every residual block is made up from two 3x3 layers
followed by batch-normalization layers. Authors utilize another two layers
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with filters of size 3x3 and one final layer with 9x9 filter size which follows
the residual blocks. Each layer has a channel size of 64 channels and is using
ReLU as its activation function, with the exception of the last one, which is
using a tanh multiplied by a quotient, which is applied to the outputs.
Authors performed an experiment with 42 human participants who con-
firmed that their results are of similar quality as the images captured by a
DSLR camera, if low quality phone images are taken as the input to their
network. The human subjects were not able to tell the difference between im-
ages enhanced by their method and the original DSLR camera images since
the participants’ selection was random, with both DSLR and their method
getting the same number of votes.
Figure 3.6: Architecture of DPED network, a system for enhancing smart-
phone images to DSLR-like quality.
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3.1.3 Modifications to CNN architectures used in our
experiments
Due to the specific nature of the problem we are solving, we need to make cer-
tain modifications to the original UNet and DPED network methods. These
are the specific modifications that were done to each of them.
UNet
UNet architecture was designed for the purpose of semantic image segmen-
tation of black-and-white images. The problem we are solving is concerned
with enhancement of RGB images. We need to perform a mapping between
the RGB color space of images captured using smartphones to the RGB color
space of original digital images. In order to be able to perform this mapping,
we alter the following parts of the UNet architecture:
• We change the number of channels in the penultimate layer from two
to three in order to preserve all of the color channels for the output
image.
• We change the number of channels in the last layer from one to three
in order to preserve all of the color channels for the output image.
• Instead of using the binary cross-entropy loss which is commonly used
in combination with this architecture, we opt for a composite weighted
loss of DSSIM (difference of structural similarity) and MSE, which was
proven to perform the best in our experiments. This composite loss
function is discussed in-depth in Chapter 5.
• We change the size of the input layer from a grayscale image patch of
size 512x512 pixels to a color image patch of size 128x128 pixels.
DPED network
We do not make any changes to the DPED network architecture, since we
considered it to function well enough for us to use it as is in our experiments.
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We do, however, alter this method’s loss function. Instead of using the
complex composite loss function that the authors propose in their paper,
we opt for a simpler composite function. We use this loss function since
it was shown to converge faster than all of the other loss functions that
we evaluated. We use it as a starting point, with possibility of using more
complex loss functions in the future. The composite loss functions that we
create is a weighted combination of MSE and reciprocal SSIM measure, as
written in Equation 3.5.
Mean squared error states that, if a vector of n predictions is generated
from a sample of n data points on all variables, and Y is the vector of observed
values of the variable being predicted, with Ŷ being the predicted values,
then the within-sample MSE of the predictor is computed like the first part
of Equation 3.5. The second part of the equation is SSIM, whose specific
variables are defined bellow.
L = 20
n
n∑
i=1
(
Yi − Ŷi
)2
+ SSIM(x, y) =
(2µxµy + c1) (2σxy a c2)(
µ2x + µ
2
y + c1
) (
σ2x + σ
2
y + c2
) (3.5)
• L composite loss function
• Y the vector of observed values of the variable being predicted
• Ŷ the predicted values
• µx the average of x
• µy the average of y
• σ2x the variance of x
• σ2y the variance of y
• cov(X, Y ) the covariance of x and y
• c1 = (k1L)2 , c2 = (k2L)2 two variables to stabilize the division with
weak denominator;
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• L the dynamic range of the pixel-values (typically this is 2#bits per pixel − 1
)
• k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03 by default.
This method is available at the authors repository1. Some modifications
needed to be made, which did not affect the network architecture in any
major way. Therefore, the only modification that we made to this method
was using a different loss function. We report the results of this approach in
Chapter 5.
1https://github.com/aiff22/DPED
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Chapter 4
Data acquisition
Our main idea during data acquisition is to teach the neural network to
map a degraded image of documents captured using smartphones to desir-
able output images. The distortions occurring in input images are difficult
to simulate, so we decide to capture a real dataset and also to do it sys-
tematically to get multiple images of the same material. Our main dataset
of groundtruth images consists of one hundred various high-quality JPEG
images. These images were taken from the DIV2K dataset [21]. We choose
these specific images since they matched our requirements of high-quality
images of various indoor and outdoor scenes.
Capturing the training set for our problem is challenging because the
images we capture with the mobile phone are not aligned with the original
images, which is a prerequisite for proper loss computation during training.
In raw images, it is necessary to first define the boundaries of the document
and align the original and reference image as much as possible. It should be
noted that a simpler alignment of documents is sufficient for the practical
application of the model, as in this case a comparison with the reference
image is not necessary.
We start by printing out our sample photographs. Images are printed
on standard A4 format paper. It was also part of our original plan to print
images on photography paper but we decided to forego this option. We got to
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printing the dataset just at the time when photo printing was not available,
and then we needed to print the images ourselves. This prevented us from
printing images on photography paper. Although the model is probably not
completely generalizable, we estimate that it could be practically used in this
domain as well.
Since images are of different sizes, this resulted in printed images having
a white border around the actual useful image. This made impossible direct
extraction of useful image surface from the images captured by the phones.
Therefore, a homography-based approach had to be used in combination with
image alignment technique based on keypoints. More about this later in this
chapter.
Among the technology we rely on are multiple computer vision software
packages, with most important for our use being OpenCV1. We use these
libraries and utilities, and some of the functions developed by ourselves to
transform the captured images to a shape suitable for training the neural
network. Finally we use an Arduino microcontroller for controlling the posi-
tion of the stall where images to be captured are placed and we use a Python
script we have developed for communicating with each of the smartphones
and sending instructions for adjusting the stall position, capturing images,
and receiving images from the smartphones.
After we have prepared the printed images, we place them one by one on
a specially designed paper stall. The stall is a part of the capturing setup,
which was designed and produced by the authors of this work and is shown
in Figure 4.1. It is made up of the following parts:
• main holder that carries the smaller smartphone holders
• six smartphone holders with adjustable grip and angle
• a wooden platform where the main holder is mounted
• a paper stall with paper placeholder and eight different Aruco markers
1https://opencv.org/
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• an electric motor holding the paper stall, that rotates along both axes
• three LED light strips which are mounted on poles that are perpendic-
ular to the paper stall
• an Arduino microcontroller which is used for controlling the lighting
levels and stall angle.
As we mentioned, the stall is mounted on a small motorized holder. This
holder is controlled by an Arduino module and is able to rotate 180◦ across
both axes. In addition to being able to rotate the paper along both axes, we
place three LED light strips in three different corners relative to the stall.
These lights are used for altering the lighting conditions under which a pho-
tograph is taken. They are also controlled by the aforementioned Arduino
microcontroller, and take a value in range from zero to hundred points (zero
being signal for turning the light off and hundred being signal for maximum
brightness). The paper stall is marked with eight different Aruco [22] mark-
ers, which are later used for approximating homography and transposing the
paper to the proper plane.
We take pictures of each paper separately with all of our six smartphones,
under different external conditions and different perspectives. For our main
dataset we use a combination of two different lighting levels (zero and ninety-
nine), three different vertical angle levels (thirty, sixty, and ninety degrees,
relative to the table surface), and four different horizontal angles (zero, sixty,
a hundred-twenty, and a hundred-eighty degrees, relative to the holder start-
ing position).
All of these three variables, multiplied by the hundred images which were
captured at each position, amount to a total of 2400 different conditions im-
ages per phone. Since we had six phones in total, this amounts to 14,400
different images. Capturing of each physical image, including captures with
all the phones, different positions, and lighting levels take around 240 sec-
onds, during which 144 captures of the physical image are made. Therefore,
capturing of each physical image takes around four minutes.
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Figure 4.1: Our setup for capturing image dataset. On the image are
displayed, starting from top to bottom: phone mount with six smaller, ad-
justable mounts, three smartphones (there are three more on the other side),
and the adjustable paper stall underneath which is the rotating electrical
motor. These parts are marked with red arrows in the image.
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There is a total of six different smartphones which are used for capturing
images. The phones are of the following makes: LG G3, HTC, Motorola
Moto G, Samsung A3, Samsung S20, and Sony Xperia. These phones belong
to different price ranges and should therefore be representative of an average
smartphone’s capabilities. The phones are controlled by an Android applica-
tion which was specially designed for this purpose. The application consists
of a master, which is run on a Windows machine and is written in Python
programming language, and a slave which is run on each of the six smart-
phones. Purpose of the slave is to accept a TCP connection from the master
and capture images using its camera. After it captures the image, it does
not store it locally, since this would quickly exhaust smartphone’s limited
memory space; rather it sends the image directly to the master, completing
with that action one image capture cycle.
After the master successfully receives captured image from one of the
phones, it then moves on to the next phone in queue and performs the same
action. Once an image has been taken by all the six phones at a specific
position and lighting level, the master sends a signal to the Arduino micro-
controller to adjust the stall angle and lighting. After a short timeout (to
allow for the stall to stabilize), the whole capture procedure is repeated.
Each received image is named following an image name pattern which
incorporates information about the conditions under which the image was
taken, as well as the groundtruth image index. Images in the dataset are
stored in the JPEG image format and have variable resolution, depending
on the smartphone capabilities. The name consists of the groundtruth image
identifier and a list of parameters in the following order: level of lighting for
each of the four light sources, horizontal position of the paper holder, vertical
position of the paper holder. The information about the smartphone that
the image was captured with is inferred through the directory in which the
image is stored. An example of an image filename would be 6 [99, 99, 99,
99, 120, 30].jpeg, stored in the Sony Xperia directory. This is an image of
groundtruth picture number six, taken with Sony Xperia smartphone where
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all of the light sources are at their maximum value, horizontal position of the
paper holder is 120◦, and vertical position of the paper holder is 30◦. After
all of the conditions have been traversed for a single image, a new image
needs to be placed manually on the paper stall. This is the only part of the
capture process which was not automated. Now we take a look at our image
alignment procedure.
Before aligning the images with ORB, the first step is to perform trans-
position based on the Arucco markers and a rough cropping of the captured
image. This is performed by detecting one of the eight existing Aruco mark-
ers on the paper stall. Due to the rotation of the stall and the relative
proximity of the smartphones to the paper, not all of the Aruco markers are
visible on each image. Therefore, a detection is performed for each image
and the detected Aruco markers are used for performing the transposition.
Unfortunately, some of the images were not possible to process in step one,
since none of the Aruco markers could be detected. This was majorly due to
some of the captured images being blurry, especially in the lower-end smart-
phones. Out of the 14,400 images we had at the beginning, we discard only
30 images at step one (LG G3 made up most of the discarded images with
23 images discarded just for this phone). Additional effort in optimizing the
transformations in step one might result in a smaller number of discarded
images.
After this step, image should be in the proper plane in space and most of
the surrounding non-relevant image portion should be removed. An example
of image in this step is shown in Figure 4.3. This makes the task easier
for the following step, which is coarse ORB (Oriented FAST and Rotated
BRIEF) [23] alignment of captured image with the original JPEG photo-
graph.
After step one is complete we proceed to step two, coarse alignment
using ORB. It is worth mentioning at this point that the ORB alignment is
performed with the following parameters:
• Maximum number of features to extract: 10000
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Figure 4.2: Example raw image captured using a HTC smartphone.
• Good match percent: 0.01.
The first parameter is self-explanatory, whereas the second one determines
a threshold for a minimum number of matched features that need to be found
in order for the algorithm to generate a match.
Acquired images are automatically geometrically processed using an ex-
isting image alignment algorithm, ORB. An example raw captured image can
be observed in Figure 4.2. What is meant by alignment is the alignment of
the useful part of the captured image with the original JPEG image. This
approach to image alignment was chosen over other approaches due to its
high efficiency, which was required due to the large quantity of images which
needed to be aligned.
After this second step is completed, the images which were properly
aligned during step two are passed on to step three, which is fine align-
ment based on optical flow. It performed using a method described in [24].
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Figure 4.3: Example image captured using a HTC smartphone and trans-
posed using homography obtained from Aruco marker.
We use this method to improve local alignment of images obtained from us-
ing ORB with groundtruth images. An example final alignment performed
using this method is shown in Figure 4.4. The way in which we automati-
cally determine if an image was properly aligned in step two is by calculating
SSIM (stuctural similarity) measure for the output of the alignment algo-
rithm and the original groundtruth image. If this similarity score is higher
than a certain threshold, then the image is saved; otherwise it is discarded.
The threshold value was set to 0.1 based on empirical evaluation.
As we learned from the collected statistical data2, average SSIM for
aligned images after step two is 0.1775. Out of the 14,400 images we had
at the beginning of step two, we discard 2,681 images or 19% after this step
is done. This is a fairly large amount of data. We attribute this to the ex-
2Statistical data is collected for all the steps in order to monitor the number of files
which got discarded at each step, and also to compute statistical results for SSIM metrics.
This data is stored in a SQLite database table for easy retrieval and data manipulation.
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Figure 4.4: Example image aligned using method from [24].
tremely bad quality of some of the smartphones’ cameras, as well as to some
of the Aruco markers not yielding an accurate alignment due to distortions
in the images.
As the output we get images which should now be aligned locally, as well
as globally. During this phase we also compute SSIM between the output
image from the algorithm and the original JPEG image. A significant im-
provement in SSIM is obtained by performing fine alignment of images and
it is increased from 0.1775 after step two to 0.4232 after step three. After
step three, only 113 images are discarded.
We put the same SSIM threshold in step three as in step two (SSIM needs
to be greater than 0.1 in order for image to be accepted). This means that
some of the images that passed step two ended up having worse SSIM after
step three and method in [24] does not always perform as expected. After
the images have been aligned and the non-aligned images discarded, we are
left with a total of 11,604 aligned images. If we compare this number with
the starting number of images, we get the percent of usable images to be
80.58%. This is a relatively high amount of unusable images. We attribute
this to the low image quality of certain smartphone cameras, as well as to
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low lighting in certain images.
Due to limited computing resources and the size of our network, as well as
to speed up the training, we need to transform our aligned images into patches
of smaller size. After experimenting with different patch sizes (512x512,
256x256, and 128x128 pixels), we did not notice any significant benefits of
using patches of larger size. Hence, we transformed images into patches of
size 128x128 pixels, to decrease disk space needs and improve training speed.
The transformation process was performed using a Python script and the
function extract patches 2d from the package Scikit-Learn.
We started with a maximum of forty patches from each image. This
amount of patches was selected as it is expected to be enough to capture all
parts of the input image, since most of the aligned images are in the range
of 800x500 pixels (800 * 500 = 40 * 100 * 100). Then we gradually increased
the number of patches extracted from each image in order to get a better
description of each image. The increase in the number of extracted patches
resulted in the better quality of reconstructed images.
We decided to stop at hundred patches per image since further increase
would not bring a significant improvement and it would be hard to manip-
ulate that large number of files, which would number in millions of patches.
We extract hundred patches from each image. Both aligned and original im-
ages are processed in parallel and the patches are extracted from both, and
afterwards saved with the same filename, in different sub-directories. The end
result of extracting patches are two separate directories, one for the patches
from the aligned and the other for patches from the original images, each
of them containing 1,159,800 different patches. This comprises our training
and test datasets. Different images for multiple lighting levels, positions, and
smartphones can be viewed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Examples of images of documents from our dataset captured
under different external conditions. The last sub-figure is the corresponding
original digital image.
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Chapter 5
Experiments
In this chapter, we perform experiments with our methods and evaluate
them. Our primary forms of evaluation are comparison of metrics and visual
inspection. We perform these types of evaluation for both variations of our
method.
We use the acquired data and original digital document patch pairs to
train our CNN models. Based on the acquired image of a document as an
input, the network computes an output which should resemble the original
digital document. We evaluate our model using a separate part of the dataset,
not used in training. Model hyperparameters, such as number of layers and
number of nodes in each layer are already determined, since we use existing
models. As we mentioned in Chapter 3, we review two architectures and
modify them to suit our use-case. The models are implemented using one
of the well established deep learning frameworks, TensorFlow1 and its Keras
API2. We try out different approaches, which represent a baseline for future
work. It is important to say that we were only able to compare our models
and their variations against themselves, since there are no similar studies that
they could be compared to. Nevertheless, we try to approximate effectiveness
of our method by comparing it to some general image enhancement methods.
1https://www.tensorflow.org/
2https://keras.io/
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These methods are supposed to simulate improvement that an average user
can quickly perform manually.
5.1 Model configurations
In this section we explain all of the configurations made to models we use
for our method. As already mentioned in Chapter 3, we use two main CNN
networks as starting points for developing our own model. These networks
are UNet [12] and DPED network [11].
Regarding the DPED network architecture, not many changes needed to
be performed. We chose this network since it performed a task which was
similar to ours. It is a ”flat” architecture with a fixed convolutional filter
depth of 64 channels. It consists of four residual layers and one individual
convolutional layer. This makes it much smaller than UNet and therefore
much faster to train. However, it is not able to extract deep features from
images and remove prominent artifacts from the images. It rather improves
superficial characteristics such as color, white balance, contrast, sharpness,
etc.
The second model that we test with our data is UNet model [12]. Its
architecture can be viewed in Figure 3.5. All of the modifications are de-
scribed in Chapter 3. After these modifications, the network was ready to be
trained. We want to add that we made some other changes after we observed
results of the network predictions, one of them being a change in the level of
dropout in the dropout layers. We experimented with dropout percentages
of 0 (no dropout), 50, and 90. We did this because in the original network in-
put data is very scarce (there are thirty-six unique input examples, which are
then augmented using different data augmentation techniques). Our dataset
is much bigger and we wanted to see its performance at different levels of
dropout percentages. Some of the results can be viewed in Figure 5.6.
Both of these architectures’ Python implementations are freely available
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in online code repositories3. In our implementation, TensorFlow is used as a
backend for running the models, while its Keras API is used for defining the
architectures and performing training. We perform training and evaluation
of these models in parallel, testing both networks as we change the values of
their respective hyperparameters. Since there are more than 1,159,801 image
patches, we decide to train networks using the following training parameters:
• Batch size: 256. We use maximal possible batch size on our graphi-
cal processor in order to minimize the inter-batch fluctuations of loss
function value
• Number of training steps. We use 4,531 training steps per epoch, so
that each epoch would cover all of the training data exactly once (256∗
4, 531 = 1, 159, 801).
• Number of epochs. We train each of the networks until the value of their
respective loss functions converges (for UNet this number is around 20
epoch, whereas for DPED network it is lower).
• Learning rate. We use learning rates of 1e-4 for UNet and 1e-4 and
1e-5 for DPED network.
One of the things we notice early on is that both models tend to overfit a
little after a certain number of epochs. We think that this is due to the fact
that all of the patch pairs contain similar transformation, which is learned by
the network over the relatively high amount of steps (for example, in original
UNet architecture, authors trained their model using a batch size of 2 and
300 steps per epoch, with only one epoch). Results exhibited by our two
test architectures differ notably. One notable difference is that UNet tries to
summarize input image properties and extract from them some contingent
regions with similar attributes, and then enhance the whole region as one
independent unit. We attribute this behaviour to the fact that UNet is an
autoencoder, whereas DPED network has a ”flat” architecture with the same
3Dped: https://github.com/aiff22/DPED, UNet: https://github.com/zhixuhao/unet
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Figure 5.1: UNet summarizes image properties more compared to DPED
network. From left to right, top to bottom: input image captured using an
iPhone 6 smartphone, original JPEG image, image improved using DPED
network, image improved using UNet.
number of convolutional filters in each layer (only the filter size is different
for the first and the last layers). The difference in resulting output images of
these two architectures is shown in Figure 5.1.
We can notice that UNet is better at reconstructing part of the image on
the right - black regions of background scenery. We attribute this to UNet’s
segmentation properties. UNet excels at removing contingent regions of glare,
which appear in the captured images due to the refraction of light against the
smooth surface of the paper. We want to eliminate these regions as much
as possible. In some images where this type of noise is more prominent,
UNet detects it as degradation in the image and almost completely removes
it. This leads to the output image being very similar to the original image.
DPED network does not have this property, since its segmentation properties
are much lesser.
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As far as MSE and SSIM scores are concerned, UNet performs signif-
icantly better with the reconstruction MSE of 5,542 compared to DPED
network’s 7,799 score. DPED network performs better in regard of SSIM,
having score of 0.121 compared to UNet’s 0.102 score. This can be observed
in Figure 5.2. We can notice that output image of DPED network has prob-
lem with eliminating glare, since it transforms it into white noise in the
image. Output of UNet, on the other hand has almost no glare, and some of
the other objects in the image are outlined well and look almost identical as
the ones in the original image.
Another thing that is visible after a visual inspection of results from both
algorithms is that results coming from UNet are superior both in extent and
quality of reconstruction of noisy parts of the image, as well as in improving
the overall color properties of the captured image to be as similar as possible
to the original JPEG images. We explain this by UNet’s ability to extract
deep features from the image and then reconstruct it in a way that resembles
the original image as much as possible and DPED network’s lack thereof.
Now we will discuss specific hyperparameters that we experimented with for
each of the networks and compare the pros and cons of each variant.
5.1.1 DPED network
For DPED network we perform most of the same experiments as we do
with UNet, with the exception of the number of max pooling layers and
dropout rate (DPED network does not possess these properties). The results
of adjusting the other hyperparameters are similar as for UNet: change in
the depth of convolutional filters does not yield any significant change in the
outputs, the network converges faster when using larger batches, learning rate
of 1e-4 yields a slightly better reconstruction of colors in the output images,
the network performs better when using composite loss function than with
plain MSE loss, and the results seem to be better when more input patches
are provided.
The visual results of this approach, however, are not on par with results
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Figure 5.2: UNet and DPED network output images glare. From left to
right, top to bottom: input image captured using an iPhone 6 smartphone,
original JPEG image, image improved using DPED network, image improved
using UNet.
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from UNet due to DPED network’s tendency to reconstruct glare as a mean-
ingful part of the image, instead of simply detecting it as degradation and
removing it. This is especially prominent in the images that the network had
not seen before during training (more about this in the next sub-chapter).
Also, DPED network seems to granularize the images in a peculiar way, which
leads to unsatisfactory visual appearance of the output images. Color recon-
struction is satisfactory. In Figure 5.3, we compare results of DPED network
for different learning rates. The learning rates being evaluated are 1e-4 and
1e-5. All of the other hyperparameters are identical. What we can see is
that network with higher learning rate (1e-4) seems to reconstruct the colors
better than the other one, at the cost of its outputs being more granularized.
It also performs better at removing glare from images.
Figure 5.3: Comparison of results after two epochs for DPED network
variants with 1e-4 and 1e-5 learning rates.
These results improve considerably after the network training converges.
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Figure 5.4: Results after sixteen epochs for DPED network variant with 1e-
4 learning rate. Each row contains the captured, enhanced, and groundtruth
images, respectively.
We display results for DPED network with learning rate of 1e-4, which was
trained with previously mentioned hyperparameters for sixteen epochs (un-
til convergence) in Figure 5.4. We can observe that the color matches the
original image more accurately.
5.1.2 UNet
We experiment with different hyperparameters for UNet, including depth
of convolutional filters, number of max pooling layers, batch size, number
of steps per epoch, learning rate, different loss functions, number of input
patches per image, dropout rate, and others. Some of the findings we back
up with resulting images and some, which we consider less important we just
describe anecdotally.
Depth of convolutional filters. We experiment with decreasing the num-
ber of channels of all of the convolutional filters by a factor of two, four,
and eight. These experiments were difficult to set up since they required a
thorough redesign of the architecture and they yielded no useful results; the
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output images were of poor quality, although the training time was reduced
dramatically.
Number of max pooling layers. There are four max pooling layers in the
UNet architecture. When we first encountered the problem of tensor clipping
for images of size 100x100 pixels, we resorted to removing two max pooling
layers so that image information would be preserved. This had bad effect on
the UNet architecture, which relies on the four concatenation (feed forward)
layers to preserve texture information from the input image, since two of
these layers had to be removed as well. These changes resulted in blurry and
badly reconstructed output images.
Batch size and number of steps per epoch. We mention these two hy-
perparameters together since we consider them interdependent. Our aim is
for the product of these two hyperparameters to be equal to the total number
of input patches. With this in mind, we experimented with different batch
sizes of 2,4,16,64,128, and 256 images per batch. The number of steps per
epoch was calculated as total number of input images divided by the batch
size.
Learning rate. We decided to use the same starting learning rate as in the
original papers of the respectful architectures that we utilize, which is 1e-4
for UNet and 5e-4 for DPED network. This learning rate proved to work
the best for UNet, since for a learning rate higher than 1e-4, the network
starts fluctuating its loss function rapidly and it sometimes will not settle in
any of the local minima. With the learning rate of 1e-5 it seems to settle
too soon in one of the local minima and the transformation function thus
produces outputs of varying quality for different inputs. For DPED network
we experiment with learning rates of 1e-4, 5e-4 and 1e-5. The highest learn-
ing rate seems to produce best results, whereas the lowest one pushes the
learning algorithm into a local minimum, preventing the loss function value
from dropping bellow 0.3 and the accuracy from surpassing 75%. This is not
a problem for learning rates of 1e-4 and 5e-4 which yield best results and
both can be used to achieve the global optimum.
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Different loss functions. We describe the two main loss measures that we
use in Chapter 3. For our experiments we evaluated different combinations
of these two measures as well as some other loss measures, including:
• MSE
• DSSIM
• MSE + DSSIM
• Binary crossentropy
• MSE with Gaussian blur
• L2 loss.
We achieved the best results when using a combination of MSE and
DSSIM. We use a weighted combination of 15:1 in favor of MSE to scale
the values of each component so that the influence of both to the direction of
differentiation is similar. When using only MSE, the network tends to overfit
and does not consider structural properties of the image when evaluating the
reconstruction. With DSSIM only, the color properties of the output im-
ages are of low quality, although the structure is good. Binary crossentropy
yielded results similar to those of MSE but it was discarded since this type
of loss is not usually used in generative CNNs but rather in those used for
classification. Another variant is MSE with Gaussian blur, the same as the
one used in [11]. We did not notice any visible improvement compared to
using a regular MSE loss, in fact the results for removing glare were even
worse in some cases (we explain this by network not being able to detect
parts of input images that contain noise correctly after they were blurred,
since they lose their specific texture in the process) therefore we discard this
possibility. We also tried using L2 loss but for some reason the network pro-
duced inconsistent results when using this loss, some of which had too much
green color in them. Some comparisons of results for different loss functions
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can be found in Figure 5.54.
Number of input patches per image
As already mentioned in Chapter 4, we started our experiments with extract-
ing 40 patches from each input image and gradually increased this number
to 100. The benefits we notice are better reconstruction of specific regions
in the images.
Dropout rate. This part applies only to UNet since DPED network does
not employ any dropout layers. We experiment with three different dropout
rates: 10%, 50% (original), and 90%. We do not notice any prominent differ-
ence between these dropout rates, except for the fact that the training time
is much lower for the networks with lower dropout rate, i.e. the network con-
verges more rapidly. Some comparison of visual results for different learning
rates can be observed in Figure 5.6. We can notice that network with dropout
rate of 90% seems to have the most consistent texture, whereas the other two
seem to have some distortions in the area of the background surface in the
image. A chart comparison of loss convergence for different dropout rates is
shown in Figure 5.7. We expect that network with no dropout will converge
the fastest, and network with dropout rate of 90% will converge the slowest,
which is confirmed through empirical results. We also notice that conver-
gence speed of networks with dropout rates of 90% and 50% evens out after
the 35th epoch. We can also see that the final training loss of the network
with no dropout rate is lower than the other two variations. This might
imply that this variation overfits to the training data. There is, however, no
apparent difference in quality of output images for networks with different
dropout rates. Therefore, we think that it is best to use the dropout rate
of 50%, since in this way we avoid the overfitting present in network with
no dropout and we also decrease convergence time compared to the network
with the highest dropout rate.
4Since we noticed early on that UNet performs significantly better than DPED network,
most of the comparisons and hyperparameter tweaks were made on UNet and not all of
them were tried with DPED network. Thus, most of the examples in the following figures
are from UNet.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of outputs when using different loss functions for
UNet. Two different images are shown and for each image, top to bottom,
left to right, captured, with MSE loss, with composite loss function of MSE
and DSSIM, and groundtruth images are displayed.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of results after three iterations for UNet vari-
ants with 0%, 50%, and 90% dropout rate. From top to bottom, left to
right, captured, with no dropout, with 50% dropout, with 90% dropout, and
groundtruth image are displayed, respectfully.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of convergence speed of UNet for different dropout
rates.
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5.2 Results
In this part of our work, we want to evaluate performance of our method on
test images that our neural network did not see during training. We also want
to compare our results with other approaches, a simple contrast enhancer and
Adobe Photoshop Express. Simple contrast enhancer is supposed to be an
approximation of how an average user could quickly improve image quality by
adjusting the image’s contrast. Adobe Photoshop Express uses a proprietary
algorithm to improve quality of input images.
Our simple contrast enhancement algorithm finds the best contrast level
for an input image, with regards to SSIM and MSE between the input (cap-
tured with smartphone) image and the groundtruth image. It applies 28
different contrast levels to the input image and evaluates SSIM and MSE
measures for each case. It then outputs the image for which these values are
optimal. Of course, this is not feasible in practice because we do not have
a reference image, but we try to simulate a user who would try to improve
the image quality by changing the global contrast. SSIM and MSE scores
for each image are recorded. We perform our experiment on a set of ten
different images, photographed under different conditions using an iPhone 6
and LG G3 smartphones. We run these images through the simple contrast
enhancement algorithm and through our method pipeline. It is important
to mention that our method has never seen any of these test images. They
are completely new images from another test dataset. These images were
aligned to groundtruth images manually.
We notice that the contrast adjustment performed by our simple contrast
enhancer is usually not very large. Most of the output images were of reduced
contrast compared to that of input images. The image with lowest contrast
had its contrast reduced by five times, whereas most of the images had their
contrast in the range of 0.5-0.8 of that of the input image.
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5.2.1 DPED network
We first compare DPED network to our simple contrast enhancer and Adobe
Photoshop Express. Our method variant using DPED network architecture
outperforms this simple algorithm in most of the cases. More precisely, our
method achieves better (lower) MSE score in 80% of the cases, and our
method’s SSIM score is better (higher) in the same portion of the cases
(80%).
For image in the first row of Figure 5.8, DPED network achieves MSE
of 7,800 and SSIM of 0.12, whereas our simple algorithm achieves MSE of
6,390 and SSIM of 0.08. We can see that our simple algorithm performs
better MSE-wise, whereas DPED network achieves better SSIM score. This
is somewhat illustrated in the images, since DPED network’s output is clearer
but it adds some artifacts, whereas our simple enhancer output is dimmer
and unevenly lit but it matches the color intensity of the groundtruth image
more precisely. Even though simple enhancer achieves better MSE score,
DPED network is much better at removing glare and its visual output is
much more appealing.
As far as average score is concerned, our method is superior with an
average MSE value of 6,951 and average SSIM value of 0.1182, compared to
a 9,800 MSE and a 0.0966 SSIM average scores for the simple enhancer. A
comparison of metrics is shown in Table 5.1. Some of our visual results can
be observed in Figure 5.8.
DPED network achieves satisfactory results for our test images, although
it fails when glare in the images becomes too intense (e.g. second image
in Figure 5.8). On other images, DPED network seems to perform well,
achieving especially good color reconstruction for third and fourth image in
Figure 5.8.
We also compare our results when using DPED network with the re-
sults obtained using Adobe Photoshop Express. The results show that our
method is 47% better in regards of SSIM and two and a half times (150%)
better in regards of MSE. As far as number of images in which our method
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of results of our method using DPED network ar-
chitecture with simple contrast enhancement algorithm. Each row consists of
an original captured image, image enhanced using simple contrast enhancer,
image enhanced using our method, and groundtruth image, respectfully.
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performs better is concerned, we achieve better MSE score in 80% of the
cases, whereas our method achieves better SSIM score in 70% of the cases.
Visual comparison of our method and Adobe Photoshop Express can be seen
in Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.9: Comparison of results of our method using DPED network
architecture with Adobe Photoshop Express. Each row consists of an original
captured image, image enhanced using Adobe Photoshop Express, image
enhanced using our method, and groundtruth image, respectfully.
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Average MSE ↑ Average SSIM ↓
Input images 13,331 0.072
Adobe 18,533 0.076
Simple contrast enhancer 10,550 0.102
DPED network 6,951 0.118
Table 5.1: Comparison of MSE and SSIM metrics for DPED network.
5.2.2 UNet
We now compare variation of our method using UNet architecture with our
baseline approaches. Our method variant using UNet architecture outper-
forms the simple contrast enhancer algorithm in most of the cases. More
precisely, our method achieves better (lower) MSE score in 70% of the cases,
whereas our method’s SSIM score is better (higher) in 75% of the cases.
If we take image in the third row of Figure 5.10 as an example, UNet
achieves MSE of 19,613 and SSIM of 0.08, whereas our simple algorithm
achieves MSE of 16,911 and SSIM of 0.06. We can see that our simple
algorithm performs better MSE-wise, whereas UNet achieves better SSIM
score. We think that UNet’s higher SSIM value has to do with the fact
that UNet is an autoencoder: It contains MaxPooling layers which allow it
to generalize images and to learn to reconstruct them. In cases when there
is too much glare in the image, UNet ”hallucinates” parts of the image,
i.e. tries to reconstruct them without having enough input data to do it
accurately. In some cases when images contain a specific texture, UNet is able
to veritably reconstruct even images with high amounts of glare. UNet also
adds some non-existing shades, contours, and other artifacts to the output
image. These artifacts, although making the image look more convincing and
visually appealing, influence its MSE score. Even though simple enhancer
achieves better MSE score, we deem UNet much better at removing glare
and its visual output is much more appealing.
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As far as average score is concerned, our method is superior with an av-
erage MSE value of 7,947 and average SSIM value of 0.1262, compared to a
9,800 MSE and a 0.0966 SSIM average scores for the simple enhancer. Com-
parison of metrics for different approaches is shown in Table 5.2. Although
these results clearly show that our method outperforms this simple contrast
enhancing algorithm, it is important to notice that these results might have
been affected by multiple image transformations which needed to be per-
formed. Since this was a small dataset, we manually cropped the captured
images, then coarsely aligned them using ORB. The outputs of our method
needed to be aligned again using ORB since some of the width and length
of the image got clipped during preprocessing. Maybe the best indicator of
the performance of our method is direct comparison of its outputs with the
outputs of simple contrast enhancer. According to our visual inspection, our
method deals well with glare in images and removes and reconstructs most
of it, while the simple algorithm does not. Output images of our method
seem sharper, more vivid, and more like the original image. The only thing
that our method suffers from is a certain mismatch of color tone of its output
and the original image, as well as some smaller artifacts in the output of our
method. Some of our results can be observed in Figure 5.10. We can see
that, overall, images from our method seem more convincing and vivid. We
can also observe that glare in output images of our method is non-existent,
whereas in outputs of the simple contrast enhancer it is even more prominent
than in the input images.
We also compare our results with the results obtained using Adobe Photo-
shop Express5 automatic enhancement mode (Adjust image > High Contrast
& Detail). This online tool uses proprietary algorithms to automatically en-
hance an input image. We perform this manual enhancement for a certain
number of our test images and calculate the average SSIM and MSE between
these and groundtruth images. The results show that our method is superior
to this tool, its values for these two metrics being 0.0803 for SSIM and 17,589
5https://photoshop.adobe.com/
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of results of our method using UNet architecture
with simple contrast enhancement algorithm. Each row consists of an origi-
nal captured image, image enhanced using simple contrast enhancer, image
enhanced using our method, and groundtruth image, respectfully.
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Average MSE ↑ Average SSIM ↓
Input images 14,224 0.064
Adobe 17,589 0.080
Simple contrast enhancer 9,800 0.097
UNet 7,947 0.126
Table 5.2: Comparison of MSE and SSIM metrics for UNet.
for MSE. This makes our method 57% better in regards of SSIM and more
than twice better in regards of MSE. As far as number of images in which
our method performs better is concerned, we achieve better MSE score in
70% of the cases, whereas our method achieves better SSIM score in 85%
of the cases. We also notice that our method using UNet architecture con-
tinually achieves better score for images that contain high amounts of glare.
Visual comparison of our method and Adobe Photoshop Express can be seen
in Figure 5.11. What is clearly visible from the images is again the ability
of our method to eliminate glare and other method’s lack thereof. Another
observation is that MSE rate of this method’s outputs is very high, which
does not depict the actual resemblance of these images to groundtruth. We
suppose that this has to do with glare, which results in a large portion of the
captured image pixels having high intensity compared to the groundtruth,
therefore yielding high MSE values.
In Figures 5.12 and 5.13 we can observe detailed view of different kinds of
image enhancement methods for two of our test images. We can see that our
method achieves higher level of detail, while still improving contrast and color
notably. Adobe Photoshop Express achieves good contrast improvement but
image details are lost in the process. Simple contrast enhancement algorithm
aims only to achieve the best SSIM and MSE scores, thus its visual results
are not of high quality. We can observe in Figure 5.12 that our algorithm is
the only one that completely removes glare, whereas the other two methods
seem to amplify it.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of results of our method with Adobe Photoshop
Express. Each row consists of an original captured image, image enhanced
using Adobe Photoshop Express, image enhanced using our method, and
groundtruth image, respectfully.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of enhancement using different methods, with
enlarged details. From left to right, top to bottom: captured image, image
enhanced using Adobe Photoshop Express, image enhanced using simple con-
trast enhancer, image enhanced using our method, and groundtruth image.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of enhancement using different methods, with
enlarged details. From left to right, top to bottom: captured image, image
enhanced using Adobe Photoshop Express, image enhanced using simple con-
trast enhancer, image enhanced using our method, and groundtruth image.
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5.2.3 UNet vs. DPED network
We have compared each of the variations of our method to the baseline meth-
ods. Now we compare our methods to each other. Overall, it seems that
DPED network achieves better average MSE score, while UNet achieves bet-
ter average SSIM score. DPED network struggles with reconstructing parts
of the image strongly affected by glare, whereas UNet achieves inconsistent
color reconstruction in some of the output images. From our experience of
experimenting with these two network architectures, we consider UNet to
be more versatile and respond to the problem at hand with better results,
since it manages to remove glare and even reconstruct some hardly visible
part of input images in a convincing fashion, while DPED network does not
seem to be able to do this to such extent and it also misinterprets glare for
meaningful regions in the image and then reconstructs and amplifies them;
UNet does not have this problem.
Additional visual results as well as the source code for all of the exper-
iments performed as a part of our research can be found at our GitHub
repository6.
6https://github.com/JovanToroman/ScaNet
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The goal of this master’s thesis was to offer a solution for the task of im-
proving quality of images of documents captured using a smartphone, as to
make them as close as possible to those obtained from a traditional image
scanner. As a part of our research, we have systematically captured real
training data and use it to train the method which will perform the task
at hand. We have successfully performed the acquisition of data and offer
the resulting dataset as an open resource for future researchers in this field.
We have also provided modifications of existing neural network architectures
which make them suitable for solving this problem. We have evaluated both
of these methods and show and discussed their results. We are providing the
implementations of these two networks as well as an open-source project.
We have partially achieved our goal. There is a problem with poor cam-
eras and extreme conditions (like low-performance cameras, too much reflec-
tion). It is questionable if supporting these extreme scenarios makes sense
due to the increasing quality in smartphone cameras as well as the ability of
users to take better pictures if required. Therefore, we do not consider this
drawback of our network to be a significant hindrance.
One of the limitations of our research was the limited number of images
in our dataset. This was mostly due to us relying on large variance for
every individual image (different angles, lighting) to provide us with the
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necessary data. We expected the network to infer a transformation function
which would be able to remove all real-world artifacts which existed in these
images, without deteriorating the actual useful content in the images. After
performing our experiments, we believe that our method would benefit from
having a larger set of groundtruth image documents that we capture. A
trivial way of extending the dataset would be by adding artificially augmented
input data (applying Gaussian blur, artificial glare, etc. to groundtruth
images) as well. On the other hand, it would be interesting to see how
networks trained with different subsets of out dataset perform. One scenario
that we would like to emphasize would be using a subset of our dataset
containing only images with little to no glare. We believe that by using this
approach, we would be able to achieve less artifacts and better quality for
input images that do not contain glare.
Another possibility for future work is combining information coming from
multiple captures of the same object (similar to multi-frame super-resolution).
One of the challenges related to this approach is that of aligning captured
images. We think that this approach could improve the performance of our
method even further if done correctly.
Finally, we conclude that there is potential for this method to provide
useful improvement in quality of images of documents, captured using smart-
phone devices, especially if existing model is updated with more input im-
ages with different visual content. One a certain level of quality is reached,
a proper implementation of our method, either as a web service, or a smart-
phone application would enable us to test the concept in the real world
scenarios.
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